Abstract. Environmental variation plays a central role in regulating processes at all levels of ecological organization. Environmental data (e.g., temperature, rainfall, stream discharge, water chemistry) are typically easy to collect in large quantity, a requirement for many datahungry time series tools. Unfortunately, these data are very rarely used effectively in ecology. Here we address this problem by outlining a suite of tools that can be used to quantify periodic, stochastic, and catastrophic variation in environmental conditions. We illustrate the application of these tools using long-term records of average daily discharge in 105 streams and rivers maintained by the U.S. Geological Survey on the NWIS (National Water Information System) web site. Specifically, we apply Fourier analysis to estimate the periodic (seasonal) and stochastic (interannual) components of variation in discharge. We then estimate the temporal autocorrelation structure of stochastic variation (i.e., noise color) in daily flows for each stream. Noise color corresponds to storage of atmospheric inputs within the watershed. Finally, we extend Fourier analysis in two ways to provide estimates of annual noise color and catastrophic variation in both high-and low-flow events.
INTRODUCTION
Periodic, stochastic, and catastrophic components of temporal variation in the environment influence processes at almost all levels of ecological organization and are central to life history theory and evolution (Roff 2001) . Periodic sources of variation, at diurnal or seasonal scales, influence individuals by determining the activity patterns and the energetic balance of animals (Menge 1972 , Porter and Tracy 1983 , Walsberg 2000 , Porter et al. 2002 . Strong periodic variation may cause environmental stress, reducing physiological or biomechanical performance (Connell 1961 , Menge and Sutherland 1976 , 1987 , Denny 1994 , Helmuth 1999 , Helmuth et al. 2002 , survival, or fecundity (Menge 1974 , Adolph and Porter 1993 , 1996 , Porter et al. 2002 and ultimately changing community composition (Menge and Sutherland 1976 , 1987 , Menge and Farrell 1989 . Whether benign or severe, the timing and magnitude of periodic variation are consistent. Thus, predictability is a key feature of periodic variation in the environment, and tolerance is the key feature of organisms able to survive in the face of stress brought on by extreme periodic variation. Stochastic variation represents one of several unpredictable sources of variation in the environment. Environmental stochasticity reduces population persistence (Shaffer 1981 , Mode and Jacobson 1987a , b, Lande 1993 , an observation that forms the cornerstone of modern population viability analysis, or PVA (Morris and Doak 2003) . All populations (even those with positive growth rates) can eventually go extinct as a result of chance events (Lande et al. 2003, Morris and Doak 2003) . PVA attempts to estimate the probability of these chance events occurring. In contrast to population biology, theory in community and ecosystem ecology has been slow to incorporate stochastic variation (Sabo 2005) , although the framework for doing so has been available for decades (May 1973, Nisbet and Gurney 1982) . One of the goals of this paper is to provide a statistical tool for measuring stochastic sources of variation in the environment so that these measures may be used as independent variables in comparative studies of community structure.
In addition to the magnitude of stochastic variation (i.e., the sum of squared residual values), temporal autocorrelation in residual values over various scales can also exert subtle, but significant, effects on biological processes (Steele 1985 , Pimm and Redfearn 1988 , Halley 1996 . Temporal autocorrelation, or ''noise color,'' can be best conceptualized as storage or buffering of chance events over time by the physical environment or biological processes (see Halley [1996] for an excellent discussion). For example, delayed return of a river to base flow after a storm reflects short-term (daily) storage by watershed soils of a chance precipitation event. Similarly, short-term fluctuations in ocean surface temperatures are buffered by the large mass and heat capacity of deeper waters (Steele 1985) . Systems with ''white'' noise have no storage or buffering capacity, zero correlation among residuals at any time scale, and change quickly (i.e., at higher frequency). By contrast, systems with ''red'' (also called ''brown'') noise have high storage or buffering capacity, strong correlation among residuals at short time scales, and thus, change slowly (i.e., at lower frequency).
Noise color is most commonly incorporated in theoretical population biology Redfearn 1988, Lande et al. 2003 ) and, to a lesser extent, in models of food webs (Ripa and Ives 2003) . Most population models (and PVA) assume that stochastic variation is uncorrelated (i.e., white) in time; however, many new studies challenge this assumption and argue that slightly reddened (i.e., pink) noise provides a better null model for environmental variability (Halley 1996) . More importantly, noise color appears to exert subtle, but significant, effects on population persistence, depending on the process modeled (exponential or Ricker) and the way in which noise color is incorporated into this process (autoregressive or 1/f ). Colored noise can either increase or decrease population persistence beyond that measured for a process with simple white noise (Ripa and Lundberg 1996 , Petchey et al. 1997 , Cuddington and Yodzis 1999 , Morales 1999 , and these changes in population persistence may lead to either conservative or optimistic bias in forecasts of risk made by simple viability models (Morales 1999 , Ellner 2003 , Halley 2003 , Inchausti and Halley 2003 . Thus, both the magnitude and color of stochastic variation in the environment can affect population, community, and ecosystem processes, at least in theory.
Finally, catastrophic sources of variation in the environment, such as hurricanes, fires, floods, and drought, can cause severe declines in population abundance (Young 1994 , Reed et al. 2003 and even complete shifts in community composition (Connell 1978 , Sousa 1984 , Pickett and White 1985 , Platt and Connell 2003 . In population biology, catastrophes are rare, but extreme, events that cause severe reductions in population size. In classic textbooks on population biology and in stochastic population models, catastrophes appear either as an extreme (outlying) event generated by the same stochastic process responsible for routine variation (Andrewartha and Birch 1954 , Lande et al. 2003 , Reed et al. 2003 , or as an independent source of variation with a separate statistical distribution than that used for stochastic variation (Lande 1993, Gerber and Hilborn 2001) . Here we adopt the former perspective, that catastrophes can be quantified as extreme forms of stochastic variation in the environment (following Lande et al. 2003) .
In community ecology, an ecological disturbance is defined as an extreme and often sudden event that kills organisms or clears space (Sousa 1984) . In this way, disturbance theory has provided a framework for community ecologists to consider the effects of catastrophes on community structure. In this vein, disturbance can increase or decrease the length of food chains (Jenkins et al. 1992 , Wootton et al. 1996 , Marks et al. 2000 , Post 2002 , alter species diversity (Connell 1978 , Huston 1979 , Sousa 1979a , b, 1984 , Platt and Connell 2003 , and change rates of key ecosystem processes (Fisher et al. 1982 , Sousa 1984 , Boulton et al. 1992 , D'Antonio and Vitousek 1992 , Scheffer et al. 2001 ).
Here we introduce a suite of tools for quantifying sources of environmental variation from time series of environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, rainfall, tidal height, stream discharge). These tools borrow heavily from extreme-event and spectral methods used more commonly in the fields of stochastic hydrology and climatology (Kottegoda 1980, von Storch and Zwiers 1999) . We illustrate the approach using hydrographs from North American rivers. Our hydrographs consist of long-term records of average daily discharge values. We apply Fourier analysis to these discharge records to quantify the period and amplitude of periodic (seasonal) variation and the magnitude and correlation structure of stochastic (interannual) variation in stream hydrographs. We also develop a new approach that combines some of the key features of spectral and extreme event methods to quantify catastrophic environmental variation. We argue that this approach provides systemspecific, quantitative measures of the ultimate (environmental) sources of stress, stochasticity, temporal autocorrelation, and catastrophic variation experienced by individuals, populations, communities, and ecosystems.
STUDY SYSTEM
Stream ecosystems make a compelling case study for quantifying environmental variation for several reasons. First, stream ecologists acknowledge the central role of discharge variation in ecological processes in streams at all levels of ecological organization (Fausch and White 1981 , Statzner 1981 , Fisher et al. 1982 , Grossman et al. 1982 , Power et al. 1988 , Pringle et al. 1988 ). Many methods have been used to quantify flow-related variability (Olden and Poff 2003) , including extreme-event statistics (Riggs 1972 , Doyle et al. 2005 , information theory (Colwell 1974 , Poff and Ward 1989 , 1990 , and empirical measures of bed movement (Kondolf et al. 1991 , Townsend et al. 1997 ; however, none of these methods partitions periodic, stochastic, and catastrophic components of the hydrograph or quantifies these sources of variation at multiple, meaningful temporal scales (i.e., hourly, daily, annually). The spectral methods that we present here, including the Fourier approach, are capable of quantifying all of these components of variation in a single analysis.
Second, the hydrographs of streams from this database include a wide range of periodic and stochastic variation and almost all conceivable combinations of these sources of variation. We make use of this diversity by analyzing streams with contrasting combinations of seasonal (periodic) and interannual (stochastic) variation. For example, snowmelt streams have seasonal floods coinciding with spring snowmelt. By contrast, many smaller desert rivers flood quickly after rain events, which can occur at any time of the year. Snowmelt produces periodic (seasonal) variation in discharge, whereas rain in deserts leads to stochastic high-discharge events. Many streams have elements of both types of events.
Finally, discharge data are abundant and available. For example, in the United States, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) maintains an extensive database of average daily discharge records from some 24 766 sites across the continental United States, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. Many of these records are more than a century old (i.e., .30 000 daily measurements), providing rich data sets for analysis with more data-hungry time series methods.
METHODS

Data source and preparation
We used daily discharge records for streams from the USGS NWIS (National Water Information System) web database (available online).
4 These time series were log 10 -transformed and normalized by the average discharge measurement across the entire record, d t ¼ X t /X, where X t is log 10 -transformed discharge (in units of cubic feet per second); d t is normalized discharge; and t is time. Normalized hydrographs allow for a more direct comparison of variation among streams of different size. We used data from the entire record to calculate extreme-event statistics, but from only the most recent contiguous stretch of 20 years of data for Fourier methods.
Extreme-event statistics
Extreme high-flow events occupy an important place in stream ecology. Floods of a magnitude capable of moving substrate can displace or kill biota (Townsend et al. 1997) . The effective discharge is a high-flow event that transports the largest proportion of the average suspended sediment load, with a return interval between 1.15 and 1.4 years Miller 1960, Pickup and Warner 1976) . Flows of this magnitude disturb benthic communities by moving the bed and clearing space (Sousa 1984) . Similarly, bankfull floods occur roughly every 1-2 years (Leopold et al. 1964, Dunne and Leopold 1978) or, more conservatively, every 4-10 years (Pickup and Warner 1976) . Thus, we estimated 2-and 10-year high flows (e.g., Q max 2 , Q max 10 ) using log 10 -transformed and normalized daily data (d t ) smoothed with a 7-day moving average, d t,7 . Comparable metrics for low-flow events are rarely discussed in ecological contexts; here we estimated 2-and 10-year low flows (e.g., Q min 2 , Q min 10 ) in a similar manner. To do this we extracted annual maximum (H a , high) and minimum (L a , low) flows from these smoothed time series and then fit a Pearson type III function (e.g., a log-Pearson type III function; Riggs 1972 , Kottegoda 1980 to each set of annual extreme events (Appendix A). A more detailed treatment of these methods can be found in Riggs (1972) .
Fourier analysis: decomposing seasonal and interannual flow variation from daily flows
There are numerous time series tools that one could use to analyze hydrographs (e.g., see Kotegoda 1980, Shumway and Stoffer 2001) . For example, ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average) models, Fourier analysis, and wavelets could each be applied to various aspects of the questions that we deal with in this paper (Smith et al. 1998 , Pasternack 1999 , Hodgkins 2001 , Lundquist and Cayan 2002 , Lafrenie`re and Sharp 2003 , White et al. 2005 . We use Fourier methods because they offer the most comprehensive package of analysis capability, given our research interests. For example, although seasonality is easily extracted in ARIMA, noise color is not readily estimated by these methods. Similarly, wavelets would be more useful than Fourier analysis for identifying the critical temporal scale of variation in a signal or time series, but this was not a goal of this paper. Fourier analysis thus allows us to estimate signal frequencies, amplitudes, and phases, as well as noise color, all with a single standard tool.
We estimated seasonal and interannual variability in daily flow data as the root mean squared (rms) amplitude and noise of the hydrograph signal (A rms and N rms , respectively) in the frequency domain using a Fourier transform: 
Thus, v k gives the characteristic frequencies of signals in the time series whose periods are 1/v k . See Appendix B for a more thorough description of methods for detecting seasonal signals and quantifying power associated with signals and noise.
Quantification of seasonal and interannual variation in daily discharge
We calculated the average seasonal signal as the root mean squared (rms) amplitude of the characteristic frequencies (A rms ; see Appendix B for more detail). Similarly, we expressed the average interannual variation as the root mean squared noise, or amplitude of all noncharacteristic frequencies (N rms ; Appendix B). Use of rms values for these parameters is standard in other fields (e.g., engineering). For example, the signal-to-noise ratio is calculated using rms values, and can be expressed on a linear (decibel) scale as
where SNR . 1 indicates strong seasonal relative to interannual variation and SNR , 1 indicates high interannual relative to seasonal variation in daily discharge. We defined hydrographs with no significant characteristic frequencies as ''aseasonal'' ( i.e., A rms ¼ 0). In this case, SNR is undefined (log(0) ¼ À'). Thus for subsequent analyses using SNR, we used hydrographs only if they had significant seasonal signal(s).
Noise color from daily discharge measurements
The variance of daily discharge measurements can be estimated in the frequency domain as twice the sum of the spectral densities P(v k ) across all frequencies (v k ):
The color of this noise from daily discharge data (h d ) can be determined via linear regression of log P(v k ) vs. log v k as (Caswell and Cohen 1995, Cohen 1995) , or negative temporal autocorrelation among residual daily discharge values from the time domain.
Annual noise color: autocorrelation among maximum events
The character and magnitude of temporal autocorrelation is not scale invariant. For example, in rivers, daily events should be expected to be more tightly coupled than maximum events occurring on annual or decadal scales. Here we develop a method for estimating the temporal autocorrelation structure (noise color) of annual extreme events (we examine Q max 2 ) based on spectral densities estimated from the autocorrelation function via the Yule-Walker equations (Shumway and Stoffer 2001) . Thus, we begin with a series of annual maximum events (here, Y a ¼ H a ) and calculate an autocorrelation function (ACF) for this time series following Shumway (1988) : 
We used values of M , y, the number of years defining the series of maximum events, Y a (typically the first power of two less than the length of the series). The sample values, q M Y (m), are normally distributed with zero mean and a variance of
This leads to a confidence interval of
A scatter plot of the ACF and associated CI against lag (m) provides a visual test for the significance of each lag. Finally, we can transform the ACF into the frequency domain by noting that the power spectrum for the pth-order autoregressive process is
where
and the values for / k are estimated via the Yule-Walker equations (Shumway and Stoffer 2001) . Thus, we arrive at the power spectrum for annual extreme events (i.e., the set of annual maximum discharge values, H a ) via the ACF (Eqs. 6-7 and 10-11) rather than via the time series itself. This method alleviates the larger data requirements involved with Fourier estimation of the power spectrum from the time series (of annual events), but still requires a relatively long series of these events (;50 years; Kottegoda 1980) . Linear regression of power ( f x (v)) vs. frequency (v) in log-log space gives an estimate of the temporal autocorrelation structure (i.e., noise color) of annual extreme events (h a ). The slope of this regression is again related to noise color (h a ; negative slope, h a ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3 is white, pink, red, and black noise, respectively).
Estimating catastrophic low and high flows
In this section we develop a new method for isolating and quantifying catastrophic high-and low-flow variation. This is done again by merging extreme-event and spectral methods. In this case, we ''whiten'' the daily time series by subtracting the estimated Fourier trend. We group residual variation into positive (high-flow) and negative (low-flow) categories. We then identify strings of residual values corresponding to single events and extract the maximum (high-flow) or minimum (lowflow) event from these strings. Finally, we introduce a measure of catastrophic variation (for each group of events) based on characteristics of the distribution of these events. In essence, we estimate the standard deviation of the distribution of extreme events once corrected for the seasonal trend.
To estimate catastrophic low and high flows, we used the normalized time series, d t , (the most recent 20 years) and calculated a residual value for each daily discharge measurement using the estimated value for this observation based on the Fourier seasonal trend,
Here the estimated discharge iŝ
where a 0 is the average normalized discharge, a q is the qth-characteristic amplitude with its associated frequency (v q ) and phase (w q ) (Appendix B), C is the number of characteristic signals in the time series, and t is the time step. We grouped positive and negative residuals separately for estimation of catastrophic high and low flows, respectively. We then removed the serial autocorrelation within these residuals by including only the maximum (positive residuals) or minimum (negative residuals) event within each independent subseries in the data.
We defined an independent subseries (S) in this paper as any string of residual discharge values with the same sign, preceded and followed by a residual value equal to the predicted value or opposite in sign to the string, viz:
Thus, for example, in a string of high-flow events with multiple storm peaks, only the highest peak value is used here. After removing the temporal autocorrelation, we then quantified the frequency and magnitude of independent high and low events referenced to the 20-year seasonal trend.
To estimate catastrophic flow variation we first grouped the event magnitudes into five equally spaced bins (positive and negative residuals separately) that spanned the full range of residual magnitude m r (where r identifies the bin in which residuals are grouped). We then enumerated the number of observations o r of independent events within each bin. For simplicity, we assume that residuals (positive, or negative and filtered via Eq. 13) are independent and conform to either the left-hand (negative residuals) or right-hand (positive residuals) side of a normal distribution with a mean (l) of zero and a variance, r 2 . Under the assumption of independence, we then fit these residuals to the standard normal probability density function (PDF). This is done for positive and negative residuals separately. Specifically, the number of observations in a bin, o r , is related to the normal probability density function, viz:
Here,
(as we examine only one-half of the appropriate normal distribution associated with either high-or low-flow events). After substituting l ¼ 0, as the m r are residual discharge observations, and applying the natural log to both sides of Eq. 14, we then have
where M r are the squared values of the bin centers (m r ), and
Thus, for each set of residual events (positive or negative), we examine the shape of the appropriate side of the normal PDF (right or left, respectively) and estimate the dispersion of these residuals (i.e., r hf or r lf ) via the intercept or slope of the regression of ln(o r ) against M r . Here, the standard deviation of independent residual events is related to the intercept (A ) and slope (B) in Eqs. 16a, b as
where hf and lf subscripts indicate high flows (positive residuals) and low flows (negative residuals), respectively. By virtue of the normal distribution, values for the slope, B, are negative, with steeper (more negative) values indicating weaker catastrophic variation (i.e., lower r values). By contrast, flat slopes (nearly equal numbers of small and large residual events) indicate strong catastrophic low or high flows (i.e., higher r values) by virtue of higher numbers of large observations. We occasionally observed positive slopes, most commonly for low flows, r lf , in streams with numerous zero-flow events. Here, almost all residual values are extreme because the median character of the stream is zero flow. We classified these streams as ''zero-flow'' streams and omitted them from other comparative analyses.
In this paper, we rely on the slope (Eq. 17b) rather than the intercept (Eq. 17a) to estimate catastrophic variation (r hf or r lf ) because the slope (but not the intercept) is insensitive to variable bin size. The true peak of the distribution of observations (where m r ¼ 0) can be more accurately estimated via linear regression (Eq. 15) when bins are small (narrow bandwidth) and have fixed (rather than equally spaced) values. Our method gives nearly unbiased estimates of r hf,lf when this parameter is calculated via the estimated slope (Appendix C). Finally, we examined R 2 values for regressions of ln(o r ) vs. M r using 5-11 bins and found that fits were typically better with larger bandwidth (fewer bins). Here, we use five bins (i.e., N ¼ 5 in regressions via Eq. 15) to estimate the slope of the appropriate side of the linearized normal PDF (B, Eq. 15), and thus, the standard deviation of residual discharge events (via Eq. 17b).
Finally, we note here that r hf,lf characterizes the relative frequency of events of different magnitudes without reference to the absolute frequency of these events occurring in the system. Thus, r hf,lf describes how common extreme residual flows are relative to small deviations from the seasonal trend. In this way, comparison of streams with similar values for this parameter must be treated with caution because the absolute event frequency may differ although relative frequency does not.
Application of methods to discharge data
We divide our presentation of the application of these methods to stream hydrographs into four sections. In the first section we apply the methods to data from four U.S. small streams with contrasting degrees of periodic and stochastic variation. These four case studies include Silver Springs, Florida (USGS Station 02239500), the East River, Colorado (USGS Station 09112500), Helotes Creek, Texas (USGS Station 08181400) and Sycamore Creek, Arizona (USGS Station 09510200; see Plate 1). Three of these streams are sites of active or historical research in stream ecology (e.g., Silver Springs, Odum 1957; East River, Peckarsky 1991a, b; Sycamore Creek, Fisher et al. 1982 , Grimm and Fisher 1989 , Boulton et al. 1992 , Stanley et al. 1994 . Two of the streams exhibit strong seasonality (East River and Sycamore Creek; Fig. 1 ) while the other two do not. Similarly, two streams exhibit strong stochastic variation in discharge (Helotes Creek and Sycamore Creek; Fig. 1 ). Thus, these case studies illustrate ends of continua in periodic and stochastic discharge phenomena.
In the second section, we present analyses of hydrographs of eight additional U.S. rivers: four large rivers and four streams with significant zero flow (three intermittent streams and one glacial stream). We analyzed large rivers to illustrate how estimated variability may differ between small streams and large rivers. The four large rivers include a wide range of climate and hydrologic characteristics. These rivers are the Tennessee, Colorado, Mississippi, and Canadian rivers (USGS Stations: 03568000, 09163500, 05288500, 07231500). The Tennessee and Canadian rivers are both tributaries to the Mississippi River but originate in different climate regions. The four zero-flow rivers we chose to analyze include Alakahi Stream (Hawaii), Painted Woods Creek (North Dakota), the Kuparuk River (Alaska), and Arroyo Seco (California; USGS Stations: 16725000, 06341800, 15896000, 11152000). We chose these four zero-flow streams because their hydrographs have flat bottoms and thus could potentially pose a problem to our Fourier method, which extracts a trend based on the composite of only six sinusoidal characteristic signals.
In the third section we quantify periodic, stochastic, and catastrophic variation as well as extreme event statistics for a larger sample of U.S. streams and rivers (n ¼ 105; Appendix D). These streams include a subset of the original records (n ¼ 78) used in a previous analysis of stream flow properties (Poff and Ward 1989) as well as 27 other streams selected to increase the sample size of large rivers (including those in Figs. 1, 7, and 8). We eliminated all streams in the Poff and Ward data set that had less than 20 contiguous years of daily data, or that were missing more than 10% of the daily data in any one of these 20 years (i.e., ,329 days). These data requirements are arbitrary but stringent (high quantity and quality).
Finally, in our fourth section we compare our methods to two more standard approaches to quantifying variability in the environment. First, to understand how our measures of catastrophic variation may correspond to bed movement, we explored the relationship between extreme event statistics (e.g., Q max 2 , Q max 10 , Q min 2 , Q min 10 ) and our newly derived measures of catastrophic variation (r hf , r lf ). Second, we explored the relationship between Fourier estimates of variation and information theoretic measures of periodicity (Colwell 1974) including contingency, constancy, and predictability. Briefly, predictability (range 0-1) declines with decreasing similarity of observations in time (or constancy) as well as decreasing dependence of neighboring observations (or contingency). Colwell's approach has been applied to streams to classify flashiness in stream hydrographs from different geomorphic or climatic regions (Poff and Ward 1989, 1990) ; however, Stearns (1981) showed that Fourier methods are more powerful at detecting periodicity. Here we FIG. 1. Hydrographs for four small U.S. streams (watershed area: 0-748 km 2 ) exhibiting low and high seasonality (left and right columns) and low and high interannual variability (top and bottom rows). The figure shows daily discharge (black dots) in normalized log 10 -transformed units (originally measured as cubic feet per second, from USGS data). For ordinal date, day 1 is 1 January. The 2-year recurrence interval flood magnitude is shown as a solid gray thin horizontal line, with 2-year floods, 10-year floods, and 10-year droughts circled in blue, purple, and red, respectively. Seasonal trends (right column) extracted from Fourier analysis are shown as solid cyan lines (no significant trend detected for left-hand panels), and the root mean square (rms) amplitude (A rms ) and noise (N rms ) of the hydrograph signal are given for comparison. The 2-year recurrence interval line for Silver Springs is identical to the seasonal trend (constant flow) and thus is not shown. evaluated the correlation between spectral estimates of periodic (A rms ) and stochastic (N rms ) sources of variation in the hydrograph and Colwell's measures of predictability.
RESULTS
Part 1: small-stream case studies Estimation of periodic and stochastic variation.-We start by plotting the discharge values for the most recent 20 years of record plotted by ordinal date (day of year) to facilitate visual detection of seasonal (periodic) trends and stochastic (here, interannual) variation (Fig. 1) . We detected four significant seasonal frequencies for the East River (periods of 1 year, 6, 4, and 3 months) and two for Sycamore Creek (periods of 1 year and 6 months). Maximum amplitudes were 0.24 and 0.93 (normalized discharge units), or 24% and 93% of the 20-year annual average (;1). No significant seasonal frequencies were detected for either Helotes Creek or Silver Springs. Thus, we classify these streams as ''aseasonal,'' and we calculate residual variation around the annual average (1) for subsequent analyses of catastrophic variation. Average stochastic variation (N rms ) was lowest for Silver Springs (N rms ¼ 0.0007), and highest in Helotes Creek (N rms ¼ 0.052; Fig. 1 ). Thus, our four streams span nearly two orders of magnitude (75-fold) in the average power of the stochastic components of the discharge signal.
Annual extreme events.-In seasonal streams, extreme events occur during predictable seasonal windows of time (see open circles in Fig. 1 ). This was not the case for aseasonal streams, where extreme events happened more or less throughout the year. To illustrate this, we plot the Fourier signal along with 2-and 10-year high-flow, and 2-year low-flow events (Fig. 1) . Floods with 2-and 10-year return intervals coincide with the seasonal peak in the Fourier trend for both seasonal streams (Fig. 1 East River and Sycamore Creek), but are more sporadically distributed over the entire year in aseasonal streams ( Fig. 1 Silver Springs and Helotes Creek). Similarly, most 2-year low flows occur during base flow conditions in seasonal streams, but occur more sporadically in aseasonal streams (Fig. 1) . The number of high-flow events (e.g., 2þ year; 5, 14, 20, and 24 events for Silver Springs, East River, Helotes Creek, and Sycamore Creek, respectively) is correlated with the level of stochastic variation (r ¼ 0.75) but does not fully capture the range of variation in N rms (fivefold for high-flow events vs. 75-fold for stochastic variance).
Storage, autocorrelation, and noise color.-Noise color, or temporal autocorrelation, can be best conceptualized in the physical components of ecological systems as storage (e.g., of temperature in oceanic waters [Steele 1985 ], or rain in watershed soils [Kottegoda 1980] ). To demonstrate this, we plot the autocorrelation function of daily discharge data (Fig. 2) . Here, the area under the ACF (in black) gives a visual measure of the temporal scale of water storage in watershed soils or aquifers. Storage is highest for the spring- Noise color from the time series of average daily discharge is reddened (h d ¼ 1.5-2.15; Fig. 3 ) for all four streams, reflecting high storage over short time frames (high coefficient of determination, R, for low lags; Fig. 2) . Values for h d are closer to 1 (i.e., ''pink'') for the flashier desert streams than the (single) spring-or snowfed systems examined here (Fig. 3) . Thus, the stochastic variation exhibited by these four streams on a daily time scale is pinkish or red, consistent with the properties of noise spectra from temperature time series in the ocean (Steele 1985) . Here the mechanism producing this autocorrelation structure is the storage of water within the watershed, rather than thermal storage within water (Steele 1985) .
On an annual time scale, using annual maximum flows, we observe very different spectral properties of the stochastic variation in discharge. Of our four case studies, two have significant lags (Silver Springs, lags 1 and 18; Helotes Creek, lag 2), two have none (Fig. 4) . Of the two systems with significant lags, one is positive (Silver Springs, both lags) and one is negative (Helotes Creek), suggesting that low-magnitude positive and negative autocorrelation are possible among residuals of annual maximum events, but that zero autocorrelation may be most common. These results translate into similar contrasts in the spectral properties of the stochastic variation exhibited by these streams. The East River and Sycamore Creek exhibit white noise on annual time scales (h d ; 0; Fig. 5 ), and no hydrologic storage across years. By contrast, noise is pink in Silver Springs and blue (negative autocorrelation) in Helotes Creek (Fig. 5) . Pink noise in Silver Springs indicates some hydrologic storage across years (e.g., as a consequence of long-term changes in water table levels). Negative autocorrelation in Helotes Creek could result from very sporadic patterns of interannual rainfall that result in flood years preceded or followed by drought years.
Catastrophic variation in discharge.-We observed linear relationships between the ln-transformed number of observations (o r ) and squared magnitude of residual high flows (M r ) for all four case study streams 1 (Fig. 6) . Values for the standard deviation of residual high flows, r hf , varied over two orders of magnitude (350-fold; Fig. 6 ), suggesting low catastrophic variation in Silver Springs and the East River and high catastrophic variation in Sycamore and Helotes Creeks. Values for the slopes of ln(o r ) vs. squared residual low flow (Eq. 16b) are negative, leading to definable values for r lf for all streams except Helotes Creek. This desert wash exhibits substantial zero flow (277.6 6 68.23 days, mean 6 SD; maximum number of days in a single year ¼ 356) and thus, most of the residual low flows are 1 [i.e., m ¼ (1 À 0) 2 ]. Moreover, the range in residual variation is much narrower for low flow events (0-1), reflecting the FIG. 3 . Extracting the daily noise color coefficient (h d ) from the power spectrum of daily discharge data. Discharge data from the time domain (Fig. 1) are Fourier transformed and plotted in the frequency domain (see Appendix B for details), here as the natural log of frequency (yr À1 ) vs. the natural log of the power (i.e., squared amplitude) of each of these harmonics. Noise color is estimated as the slope (from linear regression) of ln(frequency) vs. ln(power):
. Negative values for h d indicate negative autocorrelation among residual discharge measurements (i.e., h d ¼À2 is ''blue'' noise). Zero-slope (h d ¼ 0), or ''flat'' spectra indicate white noise with a magnitude (r 2 ) equal to the mean power value of the entire spectrum. In all four cases, daily noise color coefficients range from 1 to 2, or between pink and red noise.
FIG. 4. Estimated autocorrelation functions (ACF) for annual maximum events for the four U.S. streams from Fig. 3. Circles are point estimates for the ACF for a given lag (in years). Lags are significant if outside the 95% confidence interval (broken lines).
Here, Silver Springs shows significant first-order positive correlation, indicating that the sign of residual variation in maximum events between two adjacent years is the same and significantly correlated in magnitude. By contrast, Helotes Creek shows a significant second-order negative correlation, indicating that large maximum events are followed by small maximum events (or vice versa) two years later. The East River and Sycamore Creek show no significant autocorrelation structure in annual maximum events. FIG. 5 . Estimated values of the annual noise color coefficient (h a ) from the log-log power spectrum of annual maximum events. The power spectrum is estimated from the ACF (see Eqs. 6-11 for details), and h a is estimated from the log-log values of this spectrum using linear regression (i.e., ln( p) ¼Àh a ln( f À1 ) þ r 2 ). Here Silver Springs and Helotes Creek exhibit significant slopes, and thus colored (pink and light blue, respectively) noise spectra, reflecting significant positive and negative ACF estimates (from Fig. 7) , while the power spectra are flat (h a ¼ 0) for the East River and Sycamore Creek. mean and zero bounds of these events. We will evaluate the statistical distributions of r hf and r lf in more detail in Part 3.
Part 2: variability in large, intermittent, frozen, and noisy rivers Large rivers.-Hydrographs for all rivers, except the Canadian River, exhibit a much more limited range of periodic variability (;60.25 normalized discharge units; Fig. 10 ). For the Canadian River, A rms is high relative to other Mississippi tributaries, but still low when compared to small streams with significant seasonality (A rms ¼ 0.133 compared to 0.14-0.71 for small streams in Figs. 1 and 11) . Further, large rivers with small periodic and large stochastic variation in discharge (i.e., similar to Helotes Creek) are rare if existent. The Canadian River exhibits the largest stochastic variation of these four large rivers, on the order of 3-5-fold higher than the Colorado River and other large Mississippi tributaries. Stochastic variation in this large river exceeds the (smaller) East River (by 2.5-fold) and Silver Springs (by .7-fold), but is more than two orders of magnitude lower than that of stochastic small rivers (Sycamore and Helotes creeks). Large rivers integrate and dampen the asynchronous signals of periodic and stochastic variation observed in smaller tributaries within large drainage networks. The compounding effects of river regulation from headwaters to river mouth may further dampen this variation.
As for small streams, stochastic variation in daily flow tends to be reddened (h d ; 1.4-2.26), whereas noise color of annual extreme events is white to pink (h a ; 0-0.57). Daily noise is most reddened in the Colorado River (h d ¼ 2.26) and is very similar to its tributary, the East River (h d ; 2.07); however, the relationship between stream size (i.e., watershed area) and h d is complex and may differ between rain-and snow-fed watersheds (J. Sabo, unpublished data).
Finally, large rivers exhibit lower catastrophic variation than small streams. High-flow and low-flow residual variation (r hf and r lf ) for the Mississippi, Tennessee, and Colorado Rivers is low compared to small streams (Figs. 6 and 7) . Values for r hf for the Canadian River are high relative to spring-and snow- fed smaller streams, but low when compared to smaller streams in similarly arid climate regions (e.g., Sycamore Creek and Helotes Creek).
Rivers with noisy and zero flow.-The Fourier approach performs equally well when confronted with noisy hydrographs (Fig. 8, top panels) or seasonal discontinuity in discharge (Fig. 8, bottom panels) . For example, seasonal zero-flow regimes are a common feature of arroyos in semiarid climate regions with predictable rainy seasons and small arctic rivers that freeze solid for long periods during the winter. These hydrographs appear more impulsive, but still have detectable periodic signals and stochastic variation around these signals.
Part 3: general performance of variability metrics
In our larger data set of hydrographs (Appendix D), periodic variation ranged from 0% to nearly 90% of average discharge (median ¼ 18% or A rms ¼ 0.18; Fig. 9a ). Values for stochastic variation (N rms ) were much lower than for periodic variation (,0.5%; Fig. 9b ), leading to positive signal-to-noise ratios for all streams analyzed (Fig. 10) . The average (root mean square) signal of periodic variation is ;40-fold stronger than that of stochastic variation. In other words, seasonal variation is typically much stronger than interannual variation in this seasonal signal for the streams analyzed here.
Daily noise color ranged from pink (h d ; 1) to black (h d ; 3), but was typically red (h d ; 1.75). Red noise in daily discharge is a consequence of water storage in snow, soils, or as groundwater. Storage is typically short term in most watersheds: less than one year and often less than several weeks to a month. As a consequence, annual noise color was nearly unanimously white (no significant lag in ACF, h a ¼ 0; Fig. 9d ). Although there is strong temporal autocorrelation among consecutive daily residual flow values, there is little correlation among annual maximum events.
Finally, median values of catastrophic high-and lowflow variation were similar (1.4 and 1.2, for r hf and r lf , respectively; Fig. 9 ). When paired within streams, r hf was higher than r lf in 84 out of 92 streams examined (mean difference, d rhfÀrlf ¼ 0.34; Wilcoxon's signed ranks test: T ¼ 8, N ¼ 92, P , 0.001). This result suggests that most streams experience higher variance in high flows than in low flows.
Part 4: bankfull discharge, predictability, SNR, and catastrophe
Fourier signal and noise and Colwell's measures.-The distributions of estimated values for constancy, contingency, and predictability for the 105 streams analyzed are given in Appendix E. Not surprisingly, constancy (the inverse measure of periodic variation) declined exponentially with increasing signal (A rms ; Fig. 11a ). Constancy also declined in a similar way with increasing noise (N rms ; Fig. 11b ). Relationships between contingency (measure of stochastic variation) and signal and noise were weaker or nonsignificant (Fig. 11c, d) . Finally, predictability (predictability ¼ constancy þ contingency) declined exponentially with both signal (A rms ) and noise (N rms ; Fig. 11e, f ) , but was much more strongly related to noise (Fig. 11f ) .
Extreme events and r.-Among the four case studies examined in Fig. 1 , the number of extreme events (Tyear events; e.g., 2-or 10-year floods) roughly mirrored the relative rank of catastrophic variation as measured by r hf , but grossly underestimated the range of differences in the relative magnitude of r hf . Although the frequency of 2-and 10-year events did not adequately describe catastrophic variation, the magnitude of T-year maximum or minimum events was strongly correlated with r hf , or r lf (Fig. 12) . We observed linear relationships between r hf and Q max 2 and Q max 10 , and negative exponential relationships between r lf and Q min 2 and Q min 10 . The relationships do not vary much between 2-and 10-year events within a given type of extreme: high flow (Fig. 12a, b) or low flow (Fig. 12c, d ).
DISCUSSION
Environmental variation is central to many theories in ecology and evolution and can be quantified via long time series of environmental variables. Here we outline FIG. 8 . Hydrographs for four U.S. rivers exhibiting annual zero flow (washes and frozen streams). The figure shows daily discharge (black dots) in normalized log 10 -transformed units (originally measured as cubic feet per second, from USGS data). For ordinal date, day 1 is 1 January. The 2-year recurrence interval flood magnitude is shown as a solid gray, thin horizontal line; 2-year floods, 10-year floods, and 10-year droughts are circled in blue, purple, and red, respectively. Seasonal trends extracted from Fourier analysis are shown as solid cyan lines. Values for the root mean square signal (A rms ) and noise (N rms ), daily and annual noise color coefficients (h d and h a ), and high-flow and low-flow intensity (r hf and r lf ) are given for comparison.
an integrated statistical approach for quantifying different sources of this variation. Our method makes use of spectral (Fourier) and extreme-event (log-Pearson Type III) methods from hydrology to provide estimates of the amplitude of seasonal (periodic) and interannual (stochastic) variation. Spectral methods also allow for direct estimation of the temporal autocorrelation structure of residual discharge values, or noise color, here at a daily temporal grain. We then show how the integration of concepts in extreme-event and spectral methods provides a tool for estimating noise color at an annual temporal grain. Finally, we develop a method, FIG. 9 . Frequency histograms showing the distribution of estimated values for seasonal variation (A rms ) and environmental stochasticity (N rms ); noise color in daily discharge (h d ) and annual maximum events (h a ); and high-and low-flow catastrophic variation (r hf and r lf ) for 91 U.S. streams and rivers, including all those with adequate data (;20 years) analyzed by Poff and Ward (1989) . Median values are given for each measure of variation. based on residual variation around the characteristic Fourier trend (composite of up to six seasonal signals), that allows us to estimate the severity of catastrophic variation. Combined, these methods provide a quantitative approach for comparing environmental stress (periodic variation), process noise (stochastic variation) including the correlation structure of this noise, and disturbance (catastrophic variation).
Variation in stream discharge
Our analysis of average daily discharge data from rivers across the United States reveals at least four important observations about the nature of environmental variation experienced by stream organisms. First, strong seasonality is a common feature of variation in stream discharge, but not all streams have a detectable seasonal signal (e.g., Figs. 1 and 9 ). Some streams, like desert washes and spring creeks, lack seasonal signals entirely, and thus can be classified along a gradient of stochastic variation from fairly predictable (Silver Springs) to highly stochastic (Helotes Creek). For streams with detectable signals (A rms . 0), the ratio of signal to noise (SNR) is typically much greater than 1.0 (Fig. 10) , indicating dominance by periodic, rather than stochastic, components of variation. That many streams have strong seasonal signals suggests that there is a consistent or ''predictable'' component of discharge variation in most streams that organisms may evolve to anticipate , Poff 1992 , Lytle and Poff 2004 . We argue that the magnitude of seasonal variation in discharge (A rms ) provides an index of flow-related physical stress (sensu Menge and Sutherland 1987) experienced by stream organisms. In other words, predictable high or low flows of large magnitude are stressful rather than catastrophic conditions unless they exceed an historical baseline magnitude as indexed by the characteristic Fourier trend. In addition, the SNR provides a relative measure of the contribution of seasonal vs. interannual components of discharge variation. In this way the SNR is akin to production : respiration ratios (P:R) used to classify streams according to their metabolic properties (Fisher and Likens 1973) .
Second, we observe a large range of values for stochastic variation in stream discharge (Fig. 9) . Average noise power (N rms ) varies over nearly two orders of magnitude in our small-stream case studies (Fig. 1) . The range of stochastic variation in large rivers is not as large, probably no more than fivefold (Fig. 7) , but still high enough to suggest that there is a wide range of FIG. 11 . Relationship between root mean square signal (A rms ) and noise (N rms ) and Collwell's indices of constancy, contingency, and predictability. The gray line shows the fit of exponential (a, b, e, f ) or quadratic (c, d) models to data (circles). The coefficient of determination (R 2 ) is given for models with significant (P , 0.05) model fits (NS, nonsignificant). Predictability declines with decreasing constancy (similarity of observations in time) and with decreasing contingency (dependence of neighboring observations).
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33 QUANTIFYING ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATION unpredictability in the stream environment across rivers of all sizes. The range of values for total stochastic variation (N rms is an average value) can be calculated as twice the sum of power in the non-signal frequencies ( Fig. 4 ; Eq. 4). For the 105 streams analyzed here, the range is 3.76 3 10 À4 to 3.98 (0.29 6 0.065, mean 6 SE; median ¼ 0.08), or four orders of magnitude.
In theory, environmental stochasticity (as N rms ) may contribute to variation or process noise in ecological variables of interest. Empirical estimates for process noise in the growth rates (r 2 ) of real populations based on simple stochastic exponential population models range from 0.004 to 0.56 (median ¼ 0.059; Sabo et al. 2004) . In this case, the similarity between the median values for stochastic variation in stream discharge and stochastic variation in the growth rates of animals (0.08 and 0.059, respectively) easily can be attributed to coincidence, given the terrestrial origin of a majority of the process noise estimates (Sabo et al. 2004) . Nevertheless, we suspect that estimates of stochastic variation in environmental variables will provide a tool for corroborating estimates of stochastic variation in biological variables of interest (i.e., growth rates of populations) when both are available from the same system. More importantly, estimates of N rms from multiple environmental variables could provide a powerful way to determine the ultimate sources of stochastic variation in a biological variable of interest.
Third, the correlation structure of residual discharge suggests that the noise encountered by stream organisms is ''reddened''on the daily scale (i.e., h d ; 1-3) but is almost always white on the annual scale (i.e., h a ¼ 0). This observation has strong implications for current debates about the importance of ''parameter drift'' and noise color in environmental risk assessment (Ellner 2003 , Halley 2003 . Our analysis suggests that if extreme events are largely responsible for year-to-year variation in demographic rates of endangered species, white noise is an appropriate representation of this annual variation in population growth, at least for stream organisms. By contrast, if the effects of less extreme, daily variation in the environment on demographic rates outweigh those of extreme events, noise is certainly colored and the color of this noise may vary from faint pink to black. We expect that the temporal grain of noise color to which organisms respond increases (from days to years) with increasing generation time. Thus, large-bodied, longlived fishes should respond more strongly to correlations over longer time scales than short-lived invertebrates such as bivoltine insects.
Fourth, low-flow variation can be an important source of catastrophic variation in stream ecosystems (r lf range: 0-0.94). Although extreme event statistics are easily applied to low-flow events (e.g., Riggs 1972) , ecologists have focused primarily on the catastrophic effects of high-flow events, or floods. This focus probably stems from the link between high flows, bed movement, mortality of benthic fauna and flora, and thus, the operational definition of disturbance. Much less is known about the ecological effects of low-flow FIG. 12 . Relationship between (a, b) the median magnitude of 2-year and 10-year maximum events (floods) and high-flow intensity (r hf ) and (c, d) the median magnitude of 2-year and 10-year minimum events (droughts) and low-flow intensity (r lf ). The 2-year and 10-year events were estimated using annual maxima (or minima) over the entire record of observation, based on log 10 -transformed and normalized daily data (d t ) smoothed with a 7-day moving average, and fitting these extreme values to a logPearson Type III distribution. High-and low-flow intensities are estimated as in Fig. 9 . Plotted with the data are the best-fit exponential (a, b) or third-order polynomial (c, d) model and the associated R 2 values (all significant at P , 0.05). Streams with positive values of r lf (mostly washes) were omitted from the analysis.
events. Our analysis suggests that the severity of lowflow events (r lf ) is lower (e.g., less catastrophic) in magnitude than that of high-flow events (r hf ), especially when paired by stream. This result is not surprising, given the bounded nature of low flows (0-1) and the lack of upper bounds for high flows. By contrast, the shape and center of location (median) of distributions for these two parameters (r lf and r hf ) are similar (Fig. 9e, f) . That median values for r lf and r hf are similar and that the means differ by only 34% is actually surprising, given the narrower range of values for expected low flows.
Similarity between r lf and r hf suggests that future ecological studies should consider the effects of catastrophic low flows at least on par with the effects of catastrophic high flows. We hypothesize that extreme low flows paradoxically will be most catastrophic for streams and rivers in wet environments. For example, consider a region of regularly flooded forest (e.g., the Amazon River). Even here, the bounded nature of lowflow measurements means that, in theory, high flows could be more extreme than low flows. But ecologically, the entire forest is adapted to (and physically shaped by) inundation. This and other similar systems are likely to cope well with greater-than-average flows, but even moderately below-average flows could lead to drying that affects the biota much more dramatically. A similar argument could be made for snowmelt systems such as those analyzed in this manuscript. Low flows (10-year droughts) are a common feature for the East River (Fig. 1) and r lf actually exceeds r hf for this stream, despite strong seasonal high flows. Thus, even for rivers in which floods dominate seasonal aspects of the PLATE 1. Sycamore Creek, Arizona, ;15 km upstream of USGS station Sycamore Creek near Ft. McDowell, Arizona, USA (USGS no. 09510200). Images were taken from the Arizona Highway 87 bridge: (top) nearly dry, ca. 1981 and (bottom) flood, ca. 1983 . Clouds in the bottom panel obscure mountains that can be seen in the top panel. Discharge in this seasonal and stochastic river varies over nearly eight orders of magnitude (see Fig. 1 ). Photo credits: Stuart Fisher and Nancy Grimm. hydrograph, low-flow disturbances may have more catastrophic consequences for biota because they occur with much less regularity.
On the relationship between bed movement, r hf , and disturbance
Flood-related disturbance is inextricably tied to bed movement. High flows entrain substrate, clear space, and grind biota. The effects of bed movement during floods are pronounced for benthic organisms (Anderson and Lehmkuhl 1968, Lytle 2001) , but also may be strong for column-dwelling species that depend on the stream bed for shelter during critical life history stages (e.g., eggs or larvae; Seegrist and Gard 1972 , Groot and Margolis 1991 , Kondolf et al. 1991 , Montgomery et al. 1996 , Jensen and Johnsen 1999 .
Organisms do adapt to reduce the impacts of floods. Common adaptations include flood-resistant morphology, habitat selection, and timing key life history transformations to avoid periods when high flows are more likely (Lytle 2001, Lytle and Poff 2004) . Thus, the timing in addition to the magnitude of floods may determine their impact on the fitness of stream organisms. Here we hypothesize that the impact of flood disturbance on biota depends on three factors, all of which have direct statistical interpretations within the context of the Fourier methods we have presented here: (1) absolute flow magnitude, (2) the timing of anomalous flows of extreme magnitude, and (3) the flashiness of anomalous events.
Extreme-event statistics describe the absolute magnitude of high flows. For example, the range of Q max 2 for our 105 streams spans eight orders of magnitude (after normalization by average discharge) and could be used as a comparative index of disturbance intensity across these streams. However, Q max 2 (or any extreme-event statistic) alone does not quantify the observed frequency of events of this magnitude, or the timing or flashiness of these events. Our new method for estimating the intensity of catastrophic variation in discharge integrates the frequency and timing of anomalous events by filtering the seasonal trend and analyzing residual (anomalous) flow events.
Specifically, r hf and r lf integrate the magnitude and frequency of extreme events into a composite score based on the slope of the relationship between event frequency and magnitude. Further, r hf and r lf directly incorporate the timing of anomalous events by filtering the seasonal signal first. A catastrophe is a large residual flow rather than a threshold event per se. Thus r hf and r lf provide a more omnibus measure of disturbance that takes into account the magnitude, frequency, and timing of both high-and low-flow events.
Flashiness in the onset and duration of anomalous events
Flashiness in anomalous events can arise from a rapidly rising or descending flood peak. A rapidly rising peak indicates rapid overland delivery of atmospheric inputs by the watershed to the stream, whereas a rapidly falling peak indicates, among other things, poor infiltration and minimal storage of these inputs in watershed soils. Quickly rising flood peaks (e.g., flash floods) may prevent organisms from resisting export or mortality. By contrast, quickly falling hydrographs expose biota over a shorter period of time to maximum flows. Thus, the most catastrophic floods are probably those that occur suddenly (steep rising limb) but are sustained for long periods of time (slowly falling limb).
Fourier methods provide a way to measure the flashiness of anomalous flows. Flashiness is inversely related to daily noise color (h d ); flashy streams have significantly whitened spectra compared to more predictable streams characterized by heavily reddened or blackened spectra. However, h d does not differentiate between flashy inputs (rise to peak flow) and flashy outputs (descent to base flow). For example, rain events in desert ecosystems can produce sheet flow over dry, temporarily impermeable soils. Here, peak flows occur within hours of heavy rainfall and may fade over a period of hours to weeks, depending on the spatial and temporal extent of atmospheric inputs. Thus, the descending limb may be more reddened than the ascending limb of the hydrograph for flash floods, and the net result is pink noise (h d ; 0-1 for most desert streams; Figs. 1 and 8 ; Appendix D). Dissecting the independent effects of flashiness in the onset and dissipation of peak flows on biota will require tools other than Fourier analysis and extreme-event statistics. Nevertheless, h d will at least provide a rough index of the statistical ''contingency'' of residual flow values and a relatively robust measure of flashiness for comparative purposes.
Extending the method to quantify environmental variation in other ecosystems
The methods we describe in this paper can be performed on any reasonably long time series of environmental data including, but not limited to, air or water temperatures, rainfall, tidal height, and concentration of nutrients or gasses (e.g., O 2 and CO 2 ) All of these conditions (or nutrient levels) exhibit some periodic and some stochastic variation at various temporal scales. The method that we outline in this paper should prove useful for decomposing and quantifying different sources of variation in many of these situations. Nevertheless, we anticipate that the interpretation of the metrics produced by our method will not be the same in all situations. For example, most ecological processes are likely to be driven by variation in more than one condition. For simplicity we have analyzed discharge assuming that this single condition is paramount in stream ecosystems. Arguably, discharge variation is the most important aspect of the physical environment in driving ecological processes in streams (Fisher et al. 1982 , Power et al. 1988 , Grimm and Fisher 1989 , Poff and Ward 1989 , Boulton et al. 1992 , Poff 1992 ; however, variability in other conditions (e.g., diel temperature, O 2 concentration in shallow streams) may also contribute to stress (e.g., low O 2 tolerance), survival, and ultimately to community structure and ecosystem function.
In other ecosystems, we suspect that it may be more appropriate to analyze time series of multiple environmental conditions and use these results to formulate informed hypotheses about the relationship between key sources of environmental variation and an ecological process of interest. For example, in semiarid or arid terrestrial ecosystems, variation in annual rainfall and extreme temperatures may jointly determine processes at a number of ecological scales (Walsberg 2000) . Thus, one might ask, ''Does annual rainfall or annual extreme temperature determine variation in the survival of desert rodents or birds?'' Given a gradient in one or more of these ecological variables, our method would allow for a comparison of the direct effects of these sources of variation on an ecological process of interest (e.g., seed set, survival). Similarly, the interaction of these two sources of variation (rainfall and temperature extremes) could be explored through the use of the cross-spectra of the two conditions (Shumway 1988, Shumway and Stoffer 2001) . Thus, our method provides a powerful tool for quantifying and comparing the effects of conditions on ecological processes ranging from individual performance to nutrient cycling.
Scale and grain of temporal variation in the environment
The scale and grain of observations and, thus, variation may differ among various classes of conditions. For example, tidal cycles occur on the scale of hours to days, air temperatures vary at the scale of days and years, rainfall can be measured as a daily, monthly, or annual average, and long-term variation in ocean conditions (e.g., El Nin˜o, Southern Oscillation, and Northern Atlantic Oscillation index) can occur at the scale of several years to several decades. Fourier methods can handle data collected at all of these scales; however, one would expect temporal autocorrelation to scale directly with the temporal resolution (grain) of the data set. For example, temperatures collected every minute should be more strongly correlated than data averaged at intermediate grains (average daily temperatures) or recorded as annual totals (rainfall) or extremes (maximum annual temperatures). Thus, the interpretation of the slope of the log-log power spectrum (i.e., q, or ''noise color'') should always be qualified by the temporal grain of observation.
Fourier vs. other time series approaches
In this paper we chose a particular time series tool: spectral analysis via the Fourier transform. Clearly there are other tools available to the ecologist, among them autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models and wavelet analysis. Either of these alternate tools could have been applied to the hydrographs analyzed here. We chose Fourier methods for a variety of reasons, most notably because Fourier leads us to a measure of noise color comparable to those made by previous ecological investigations (e.g., Steele 1985 , Cuddington and Yodzis 1999 , Vasseur and Yodzis 2004 . ARIMA models would have provided us with a similar ability to differentiate between seasonality and interannual variation (noise) in daily discharge, and a means for quantifying the temporal autocorrelation structure of this variation; however, these models do not yield a composite measure of autocorrelation structure equivalent to h d in this paper. Finally, we note here that wavelet analysis offers some advantages over Fourier analysis. Specifically, wavelets improve on Fourier analysis (they are derivative of this method) by allowing for simultaneous identification of the frequency and time of a given signal (i.e., a hydrograph). In other words, wavelets allow one to specify the temporal scale of an observed frequency and, more importantly, to identify critical temporal scales of variation in a time series (Smith et al. [1998] , among others). In terms of our analyses here, wavelets allow one to identify the most important grain of variation in a time series. This could be enormously valuable to studies of ecology and evolution by providing an environmental clock against which life history evolution and species distributions could be compared. Fourier analysis cannot accomplish this. In summary, other time series tools may provide similar or better answers to some of the questions that we pose in this paper.
CONCLUSION AND APPLICATION
Ecologists often collect copious data describing environmental conditions, but rarely use these data efficiently enough to rigorously test hypotheses about ecological processes. In this paper, we present a method that allows one to quantify periodic, stochastic, and catastrophic sources of variation from time series of environmental data. As an application, we use these methods to estimate variation in stream discharge using daily average discharge data from 105 U.S. streams. The method should serve two primary purposes in the field of ecology. First, the method provides a statistical tool for comparing variation among study sites in large comparative analyses. For example, stream ecologists have historically debated the influence of biotic and abiotic factors on community composition (Power et al. 1988 , Poff 1992 , and some studies suggest that discharge variation determines the consistency (or ''persistence'' sensu Connell and Sousa [1983] ) of stream fish community composition (Grossman et al. 1982 , Grossman et al. 1985 , Moyle and Vondracek 1985 . Our method provides unambiguous estimates of discharge variation that would allow one to compare an appropriate measure of community structure (e.g., food chain length, nonnative fish biomass) directly to an appropriate source of discharge variation (e.g., SNR, h d , or r hf ). Finally, our method should prove useful in the arena of ecological risk assessment by providing an independent estimate of environmental stochasticity that can be used to validate estimates of this parameter from population time series.
